The Student Academic Senate is made up of students who care about their academic future and yours. Here we give students opportunities to make their voices heard on issues that matter including curriculum, funding for academic trips or speakers, important events, and major changes within the University we all call home for four years. If you have concerns about these issues, contact your senator and get your voice heard!

Many Voices, Many Choices.

**VP:** Hauke Harfst
ascwuacademic@cwu.edu

See Website for Current Meeting Times
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The Student Academic Senate is made up of students who care about their academic future and yours. Here we give students opportunities to make their voices heard on issues that matter including curriculum, funding for academic trips or speakers, important events, and major changes within the University we all call home for four years. If you have concerns about these issues, contact your senator and get your voice heard!

Many Voices, Many Choices.

Senators:

Hailey McGraw

Department:

Art

Email:

mcgrawh@cwu.edu
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Many Voices, Many Choices.

**Senator:**

Stevie Roark

**Department:**

Family & Consumer Sciences

**Email:**

roarks@cwu.edu

---
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**Senator:**

Zachary Zweiner

**Department:**

Finance and Supply Chain

**Email:**

zweinerz@cwu.edu

---
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Many Voices, Many Choices.

**Senator:** Kirsten Covington  
**Department:** Management  
**Email:** covingtonk@cwu.edu
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**Senator:**
Lacey Myers

**Department:**
Military Science

**Email:**
myersla@cwu.edu

See Website for Current Meeting Times
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**Senator:**
Corey Patrick

**Department:**
Physics

**Email:**
patrick@cwu.edu
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Senator:
Joey Knight
Department:
Political Science
Email:
knightjoe@cwu.edu
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Ashley Roberts  
Psychology  
robertsas@cwu.edu
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